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The Two Birth Announcements in Hawaii Papers in August 1961 Regarding 
Obama's Alleged Birth in Hawaii Have Absolutely No Independent Probative Value 
or Proof Value 
 
The birth announcement placed in the local community newspapers provides no 
independent probative value. They were automatically inserted in those papers by the 
birth registration office in the local papers based on the same false information provided 
by the mother and/or maternal grandmother, when falsely registering Obama's birth 
information as happening in Hawaii. In addition, investigators checking residency records 
and talking to a neighbor at the address given indicate no record of the Obama family 
having ever lived at the address given in the announcements: 
 
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=83851 
 
http://countryfirst.bravehost.com/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=39&t=249&p=612#p612 
 
http://www.westernjournalism.com/?p=2734 
 
How to register a birth in Hawaii in 1961 using a simple mail in form. No witnesses to 
birth were required. This registration of the birth then triggers the newspaper 
announcement of the birth registration in the next weeks list of births registered. Obama's 
birth may be registered in Hawaii and the newspaper advertisements were triggered by 
that via the Department of Health policy back then, which routinely provided birth 
registration lists each week to the newspaper, but that does not prove that Obama was 
physically born in Hawaii. Given the contradictory statements by other family members 
of Obama as to where he was born, other physical and independent contemporaneous 
evidence will be needed to actually prove Obama was physically born in Hawaii, such as 
hospital records and the name of delivering doctor, and not simply the he had his birth 
falsely birth registered there by the grandmother or mother using the "birth occurred at 
home" mail order method with no independent witnesses. 
http://www.westernjournalism.com/?page_id=2697 
 
M Publius Goat 
http://www.obamacitizenshipfacts.org/
 
"The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism. But under the name of 
liberalism they will adopt every fragment of the Socialist program, until one day America 
will be a Socialist nation without knowing how it happened." Norman Thomas 
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